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that scientists now know much more than Thales did; advance in the sciences
is due not so much to the accumulation of facts as to the development of new
concepts and the refinement of others. Science took a giant step forward when
it abandoned the Galapagos Islands for the abstractions of the laboratory.
Though we speak of revolutions in science, this metaphor obscures, therefore,
the real nature of the advance; in science each generation builds on the work
of its predecessors. It is not necessary to justify this claim; most people accept it, at least as a general truth.
This characteristic of scientific knowledge is the theoretical justification for the kind of approach to learning and teaching adopted in the sciences.
It is because knowledge is accumulative that studies begin with the latest
theories and facts, with Niels Bohr and not with Democritus. The history
of science, although it is interesting and valuable in itself, forms no part of
scientific studies as such.
To say that scientific knowledge is accumulative is also to say that it
is public. It is public in the sense that each result or discovery can be verified by every scientist who is competent; the scientist's methods and results
are public. Scientific knowledge is public in the further sense that by its
nature it lends itself to team work. Thus, scientists with varying degrees of
ability can work on the same project. The project is, say, the verification of
an hypothesis. While the formulation of a fruitful hypothesis calls for ability
of a very high order, certain measurements necessary to the verification can
be carried out by people who are merely competent. When Pascal, unsatisfied
with Torricelli's verification of the "sea of air" hypothesis, set out to devise a
more convincing one, he enlisted the aid of his brother-in-law, Perier, to carry
out a series of simple barometric measurements. The results met Pascal's demands for verification, and gave his brother-in-law a place in the history of
science.
I Scientific knowledge is public in a third sense. It is almost without
value unless it is published. An idea kept in the scientist's mind is likely to
be an idea lost. Hence if it is to be of any value, if it is to contribute to the
scientific enterprise, it must be published. H ad Perier made his measurements
in 1966, the poor fellow would have published a paper. The scientist, then,
must not only read the latest journals; it makes good sense that he should also
contribute to them.
Teachers in the humanities have erred in assuming that the approach
found to be successful in science is applicable to their own study and teaching.
The justification for the scientist's approach, in essential questions, is no-
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are not in the literal sense significant, but are simply expressions of emotion
which can be neither true nor false." 3
But this notion is mistaken. Gibbon's work, viewed as a history, is not
just a collection of statements, cognitive or emotive. The whole is not merely
the sum of the parts; the work is a narrative and a thesis. Though it does include many individual statements which everyone would accept as statements
of fact, it makes no sense to say that the history is only a collection of statements. The author's values determined the selection and arrangement of facts,
and hence the importance assigned to them. One can go farther and say
that the author's values created many of the facts. To remove the value from
Gibbon's work, therefore, would be to produce not only a history different
from Gibbon's, but no history at all.
If fact and value are inseparable in history, it is still more obvious that
no separation is possible in poetry and philosophy. F ar from being incidental
and peripheral, value is of the essence of the humanities. "The belief in
values," as H enry B. Parkes puts it, "is a necessity of the human spirit, not a
deduction from the processes of the natural universe."4 Thus, while we need
not go all the way with Fichte and say that the kind of philosophy one chooses
depends upon the kind of man one is, we cannot deny that in the humanities
fact and value are inextricably bound together.
I In the humanities, then, we cannot in any straightforward way speak
of an accumulation of knowledge. Many of our statements are not "merely
cognitive" at all, and more importantly, value pervades all of them. Of
course, one can say that Elizabethan drama is better than Greek. But to say
it presupposes a set of value-judgments; we cannot escape the circle. We cannot claim that there is progress so long as there is no public criterion for measuring it. Hence only the man who is wholly given over to current values
could assume that Aristotle's views on the good life, or on poetry, are less
advanced than Collingwood's, or that Arthur Miller is a better dramatist than
Euripides.
It seems sensible, therefore, to begin our studies in the humanities with
broad, classical statements rather than with the latest piece of scholarly work;
that we should begin with what Ortega }' Gasset called "the system of ideas
by which the age lives."~ This is not to say that ancient writers are wiser
than contemporary writers. The point is that in the humanities "ancient" and
"modern" are little more than labels to mark a writer's place in time. Nor is
it assumed that problems hold their relative importance from age to age, or
that men's responses to problems will be invariable from one generation to an-
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the work of interpretation itself demands ability of a high order, which is
found in only a few people in each generation. Hence it hardly seems possible to escape the conclusion that most teachers, if they would be publishers,
must content themselves with minutiae. Far from improving one's understanding, however, this kind of activity is more likely to cut off the sources
of knowledge and dry up the wells of the spirit. Already in the second decade
of this century, President Hibben of Princeton was sounding the warning:
"The restricted field of investigation demanding an intensity of sustained
application and concentrated attention is in itself conducive to a narrowing
of scholarly interest, to a limiting of the sources of knowledge, and to a circumscribing of the range of desire and appreciation." 10
In any case, there are already far too many "scholarly" articles. Outside the universities, men turn to the classics to escape articles about them: a
great many scholars, as Whitehead once remarked, "are engaged in reducing
men of genius to the commonplace."11 Yet, in our anxiety to parallel the research of scientists, we have filled the journals and are every day founding
more. We are filling them with critiques of critiques of critiques; we are
even resorting to the anti-book and the anti-article, in which we show either
that the original ought not to have been written, or that it ought to have been
written in another way; we have displaced ideas by a study of the language
in which they are expressed; and literature is being displaced by talk about it.
"Literary scholarship as we know it," Mark Van Doren observed, "is most at
home among the small books it can explain, the imperfect ones that have palpable sources in other books." 12
The assumption that every teacher ought to engage in publishing is bad
for many teachers and injurious to students. The teacher, having been led by
the graduate school to suppose that his higher degree, if not an outward sign
of genius, is at least a good substitute for it, and encouraged by research in
the sciences, comes to his first job radiant in the hope that his thoughts and
rt>search can soon be given to the waiting world. But he soon discovers that
between his innermost thoughts and the written page the distance is great. His
confidence shaken, but not destroyed, he now reasons that the work-load is
too heavy, and with no less acuity proclaims that funds in aid of research are
woefully short. In a word, he is obliged to turn to minutiae. And if, as is
often the case, he lacks the ability or interest to do even this kind of research,
the groves of Academe become for him a valley of dry bones. But there is
nothing mysterious about this transformation. As Samuel P. Capen in his
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mistake. It is wrong to adopt the scientist's approach to learning, research, and
publication. Scientific knowledge is accumulative, value is not. The history
of science is a history of the advancement of knowledge; the humanities record
the ebb and flow of the human spirit.
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